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Internal Coordinates

• Static stereochemistry deals with the shape of molecules

(molecular architecture or molecular structure). The nomenclature

rules of IUPAC do not provide an unequivocal definition of

“structure”. It is thus required to know the position in space of all

the atoms constituting a molecule.

• Molecular structure may be defined in terms of the Cartesian

coordinates of the atoms. Therefore, it is more convenient to

employ so-called “internal coordinates”: bond lengths

(or distances) r, bond angles θ, and torsion angles ω or τ to define

the structure of a molecule.

• For a diatomic molecule A-B (Figure 1), structure is completely

defined by the nature of the nuclei A and B and the bond distance r

between their centres.



Internal Coordinates

• For a triatomic molecule ABC, besides the nature of A, B, and C,

their connectivity (i.e., which atom is connected to which) and the

bond lengths A-B (r1) and B-C (r2), it is also needed to specify the

bond angle θ.

• With a tetra-atomic molecule ABCD, in addition to the nature and

connectivity of the atoms and the bond distances r1, r2, and r3 and

bond angles θ1 and θ2, one must now specify the torsion angle ω in

order to fix the position of all four atoms A, B, C, and D.
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Internal Coordinates

• For each additional atom (e.g., E in ABCD-E), three more coordinates

need to be specified: the bond length D-E (r), the bond angle θ (CDE),

and the torsion angle ω(BCDE). The bond length, bond angle, and torsion

angle are one-dimensional, two-dimensional, and three-dimensional

parameters of a molecule involving two atoms, three atoms and four (or

more) atoms respectively.

• Thus the total number of independent coordinates for a nonlinear

n-atomic molecule is 3n – 6. For a chain of n atoms these may be taken

as n-1 bond distances (the first atom defines no such distance), n-2 bond

angles (not defined for the first two atoms), and n-3 torsion angles

(defined only for atoms after the third).

• Therefore, a penta-atomic molecule (n=5), ABCDE requires 9 coordinates

to fix the position of all five atoms A, B, C, D, and E.
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Internal Coordinates

• The situation is more complicated for branched molecules, rings, or

molecules with three or more collinear atoms.

• For example, the nine independent coordinates required for

CHFClBr (contains 5 atoms) are four bond distances, and five bond

angles. No torsion angle is required in this type of molecules.

Actually, the four bonds form six bond angles which, however, are

not independent.

• For the five-atom carbon skeleton of

2-methylbutane (isopentane), four

bond distances, four bond angles,

and one torsion angle are chosen.
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Internal Coordinates

• In these cases, the total number of independent coordinates remains
3n-6, but when three or more atoms are collinear, as in methylallene
(H3C-CH=C=CH2) or butatriene (H2C=C=C=CH2), this number is
3n-5 (five instead of six for the carbon skeleton in these two cases:
three bond distances and two bond angles).

• Whereas torsion angles change widely from one molecule to
another and even bond angles can vary appreciably from their
standard magnitudes (e.g., the normal CCC angle of 112° in
propane is reduced to 88° in cyclobutane), bond distances are
usually quite constant.

• A torsion angle is defined as a particular example of a dihedral
angle, describing the geometric relation of two parts of a molecule
joined by a chemical bond.
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Torsion Angle

• In a nonlinear molecule A-B-C-D, torsion angle (ω) is defined as

the angle between the planes containing A-B-C and B-C-D

(Figure 2). This angle has sign as well as magnitude. If, looking (in

either direction) along the B-C axis and If the turn from the ABC to

the BCD plane (front to back) is clockwise, ω is positive, if the turn

is counterclockwise, ω is negative (Figure 2).

• In determining the sign of

ω, it is immaterial

whether one views the

ABCD array from AB

looking toward CD (A to

D) or from CD looking

toward AB (D to A).



Torsion Angle

• Torsion angle (ω) is expressed by the smaller angle prefixed by

(+) or (-).

• Torsion angle has a range of value from 0° to ± 180°.

• Torsion angle has a directional

property. It is positive (+) when

measured in a clockwise

direction and negative (-) when

measured in a counterclockwise

direction, starting from the

front substituent and ending

at the rear substituent

(Figure 3).
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Dihedral Angle

• Dihedral angle is defined as the angle between intersecting planes on a

third plane normal to the intersection of the two planes. The dihedral

angle of a molecule A-B-C-D is the angle between the planes ABC and

BCD. Every set of three non-collinear atoms of a molecule defines a

plane. When two such planes intersect (i.e., a set of four consecutively

bonded atoms), the angle between them is a dihedral angle.

• It is the angle between planes through

two sets of three atoms, having two

atoms in common.

• Angle between two planes (α, β, green) in

a third plane (pink) which cuts the line of

intersection at right angles (Figure 4)



Dihedral Angle

• The dihedral angle is best seen

in a Newman projection formula

(Figure 5) in which the molecule

is viewed along C1-C2 bond.

• It is measured 0° to 360°

continuously following a

clockwise direction.

• Therefore, dihedral angle has no

directional sense.

• Dihedral angle is a three dimensional parameter of a molecule

involving four consecutive atoms.
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Concept on Configuration and Conformation

• Although structure may be completely described by a system of

coordinates (Cartesian, internal, or other type), structure is

subdivide into a constitutional and stereochemical part. The

stereochemical aspect may be further factorized into configuration

and conformation. Structure thus embraces constitution

(connectivity), configuration, and conformation.

• Again, the structural difference may be in constitution

(constitutional isomers) or stereochemical arrangement

(stereoisomers).

• Stereoisomers, in turn, may differ in configuration (configurational

isomers) or, having the same configuration, may differ in

conformation (conformational isomers or conformers).



Concept on Configuration and Conformation

• Molecules of identical constitution may differ in structure. Thus

bromochlorofluoromethane (CHFClBr) has a unique connectivity

but there are two enantiomers (non-superposable mirror-image

structures; Figure 6). These molecules are said to differ in

configuration.

• Again, at least two different isomers of 1,2-dichloroethane coexist,

gauche and anti (Figure 7). These isomeric structures differ in

conformation. The three conformers of 1,2-dichloroethane are A, B,

and C. Conformers A and C are enantiomeric, and therefore,

indistinguishable by any scalar observation.

• By “configuration” is meant the arrangement in space of the atoms

or groups around the dissymmetric or rigid part of a molecule. In

the simplest case, around an asymmetric carbon.



Concept on Configuration and Conformation

• In contrast to constitution, which can be

represented by a 2D graph of atoms

linked by bonds, configuration, and

conformation include the three-

dimensional (3D) or stereochemical

part of structure.
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Concept on Configuration and Conformation

• The configurational distinctions among molecules of identical

constitution come about by reflection or by an interchange of

ligands. Conformational isomers A and C in Figure 7 can be

interconverted either by rotation about the carbon-carbon bond or

by reflection (or by an appropriate interchange of H and C1 at one

of the carbon centres).

• The most fundamental distinction between configuration and

conformation is that configurational differences imply differences

in bond angles, whereas conformational differences involve

differences in torsion angles (including, in both cases, differences

that are exclusively in sign).
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Concept on Configuration and Conformation

• Let us consider, two different types

of connectivity (constitution) from an

assembly of four atoms, A, B, C, and

D (Figure 8).

• In Array I, assuming constant bond

distances A-B, B-C, and C-D and

constant bond angles ABC and BCD,

an infinite number of structures can

be generated by rotating around the

BC bond, that is, by changing the

torsion angle ABC/BCD, ω(ABCD).

These structures are said to differ in

conformation.
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Concept on Configuration and Conformation

• The conformational differences are independent of the nature of the
atoms A, B, C, and D. Conformation for the array can be defined
even if all the atoms are the same (i.e., in A-A-A-A) as long as no
three of them are collinear.

• Array II, in contrast, presents no conformational variability but if
B ≠ C ≠ D, that is, if the atom A is chiral (or stereogenic), there are
two possible arrangements of the type shown in Figure 6. These two
arrangements are said to differ in configuration.

• When the molecule II and its mirror image (enantiomer) are viewed
from the side of the B-C-D “tripod” (with A at the base of the
tripod), two different arrangements can be found (Figure 9). In the
former, the sequence B-C-D describes a clockwise array, in the
latter a counter-clockwise array. The former array might be
described as R in the CIP system and the latter as S.



Conformation

• Definition of constitution and configuration does not suffice to

locate the atoms of a molecule in space, since structural differences

may be generated by change of torsion angle (ω).

• By “conformation” of a molecule of given constitution and

configuration is meant the rotational arrangement about all bonds as

defined by the magnitude and sign of all pertinent torsion angles.

• Conformation may be described approximately by a range of

torsion angles. This is because, the exact values of the torsion

angles, especially for molecules in the liquid and gaseous states, are

frequently not known.
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Conformation of Acyclic Molecules

• The term “conformation” relates to the different spatial

arrangements of the atoms in a molecule that arise through rotation

about the bonds linking such atoms. Different conformations thus

differ in torsion angles about one or more bonds. Since it requires

four atoms to define a torsion angle, a molecule must have at least

four atoms to display conformational variability.

• Thus a tetra-atomic molecule in which the

valency angles differ from 180° and in which the

atoms are linked in a row (as in H-O-O-H) will

display an infinite number of conformations

(Figure 10), since the torsion angle ω around the

central O-O bond can vary continuously between

0° and + and -180°.
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Conformation of Acyclic Molecules

• If even one of the valency angles is 180°, three of the four atoms

are collinear and rotation around the central bonds is equivalent to

rotation of the molecule as a whole and does not qualify as a change

in conformation. Moreover, the four atoms must be linked in a row,

A-B-C-D.

• An array of the type I (whether pyramidal, as in

ammonia or planar, as in boron trifluoride) displays

no torsion angles and no conformational variability.

• The term “conformation” is used to denote any one of the infinite

number of momentary arrangements of the atoms in space that

results from rotation about single bonds.
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Conformation of Acyclic Molecules

• Most of these conformations are unstable. Stable conformations that

are located at energy minima are called “conformational isomers”

or “conformers”.

• Thus, while ethane (H3C-CH3) has an infinite number of

conformations by virtue of rotation about the C-C bond, there are

only three minima, that is, ethane has three conformers. Since they

are indistinguishable, they are “degenerate”.

• Conformational isomers, even if non-degenerate as in the case of

the n-butanes are generally not isolable because of the small energy

barriers that separate them. It was therefore assumed, that rotation

about single bonds was “free”.
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Specific Stereodescriptors

• Conformations of acyclic compounds are sometimes referred using

specific stereodescriptors, namely Eclipsed, Staggered, and Gauche

(Skew) (Figure 11).

• Two atoms or groups attached to two adjacent centres are said to be

eclipsed if the torsion angle between them is zero (ω= O°). The

designation syn or eclipsed are often used when torsion angle is 0°.

In the eclipsed form the atoms or groups attached to adjacent

centres approach each other as closely as possible.

• The conformation is said to be staggered when the atoms or groups

attached to adjacent centres are as far apart as possible.
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Specific Stereodescriptors

• Usually, eclipsed and staggered stereodescriptors are used to denote

the conformations when all atoms or groups are identical on

adjacent centres e.g., H3C-CH3.

• Gauche or skew are synonymous with synclinal conformation, i.e.,

torsion angle is larger than 30° but less than 90°. The designation

gauche is frequently used for ω= 60° and the designation is anti

when ω= 180°.



Klyne-Prelog Conformational Terminology Based on 

Torsion Angle

• Klyne and Prelog used the approximate values of torsion angles to

assign conformational descriptors.

• Klyne-Prelog system for designating

angles of rotation about a single bond is

the result of dividing a circle (360°) in

three different ways, as depicted below

in Newman projections Figure 12.

• Combinations of three specifications

divide the circle into six segments

(Table 1), as shown in Figure 13.



Klyne-Prelog Terminology

Table 1: Specification of Torsion Angle

Angle of Torsion (ω) Designation Symbol

- 30   to +30° (0 to ± 30°) synperiplanar sp ( ± sp)

+30   to +90° + synclinal + sc

+90   to +150° + anticlinal + ac

+150 to -150° ( > ±150° upto ±180° ) Antiperiplanar ap ( ± ap)

-150  to -90° - anticlinal - ac

- 90    to - 30° - synclinal - sc

The designation syn or eclipsed is often used for ω ≈ 0°

The designation gauche is frequently used for ω ≈ 60°

The designation anti is often used for ω ≈ 180°

• Periplanar means approximately planar

• Clinal means inclined
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Klyne-Prelog Terminology

• It is to be noted that in determining torsion angle between the two

selected atoms/groups, + or – direction should always be decided on

the basis of smaller torsion angle.

• For a molecule like X-C-C-Y, the

conformation, in which the smaller

angle formed by the X-C-C and

C-C-Y planes is 60°, is designated

as +sc, when looking from the

front, (moving from X to Y)

(Figure 14).
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Conformational Selection Rules

• For specifying torsion angle in Klyne-Prelog system, it is necessary
to specify two reference (fiducial, a fixed basis of comparison)
groups, one from each set of substituents across the bond. This
choice of reference groups is done on the basis of Conformational
Selection Rules (CSR). These rules are described below.

1. If all substituents in a set are different, the selection is done on the
basis of sequence rule (CIP method). For example, in a molecule
like 2CHClBr-1CH(OH)NH2, the reference groups are Br on C-2
and OH on C-1 (Figure 15).
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Conformational Selection Rules

2. If two substituents in each of the sets are identical, the non-identical
group is chosen irrespective of the selection rule. For example, in the
molecule like H3C-CH2-CH2-CH3 (n-butane), the torsion angle between
the two methyl groups is to be taken into considerations when the
molecule is rotated about C2-C3 σ bond axis (Figure 16).

3. If all the substituents in a set are identical, the atoms or groups that
makes the smallest torsion angle is taken into consideration. For
example, in the molecule like ethane, H3C-CH3, the staggered
conformation is +sc conformation (Figure 17).



Definition of Stereochemical Terms

• Eclipsed Conformation: Conformation in which two substituents,

X, Y on adjacent atoms A, B are in closest proximity, implying that

the torsion angle X-A-B-Y or X-A-B=Y is 0°.

Synperiplanar (sp): In X-A-B-Y, X and Y are synperiplanar if the

torsion angle about the A-B bond is between -30° and +30°.

• Gauche: In A-B-C-D, ligands A and D are gauche if the torsion

angle ω(ABCD) about the B-C bond is near +60° or -60°.

Synclinal (sc): In X-A-B-Y, X and Y are synclinal if the torsion

angle about the A-B bond is between +30° and +90° or between

-30° and -90°.

• Staggered Conformation: Conformation of an ethanoid moiety

Xabc-Ydef in which a, b, and c are at the maximum distance from

d, e, f. This requires the torsion angles to be +60°.



Definition of Stereochemical Terms

• Anticlinal (ac): In X-A-B-Y, X and Y are anticlinal if the torsion

angle about the A-B bond is between +90° and +150° or between

-90° and -150°.

• Antiperiplanar (ap): In X-A-B-Y, X and Y are antiperiplanar

(or anti) if the torsion angle about the A-B bond is between +150°

and -150°.

• Anti/Syn: This term is also used to denote the relative configuration

of any two stereogenic centers in a chain: If the chain is written in a

planar zigzag conformation and the corresponding ligands at the

stereogenic center are on opposite sides of the plane, the relative

configuration is called anti; if they are on the same side of the

plane, the configuration is syn.
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